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Advantages 
① Compared with existing products on the market, Deri Protocol’s 

derivative products are innovative in terms of margin mechanism, 
capital efficiency, and funding rate. 

② Deri Protocol team proposed an everlasting options pricing 
model based on rigorous mathematical derivation. 

③ Compared with other everlasting options-related projects in the 
market, Deri Protocol has launched everlasting options products, 
which is a certain first-mover advantage. 

④ Deri Protocol is active in community operations. Community 
activities are regular and frequent. For example. AMA or other 
activities are held every two weeks on average. 

Challenges 
① There are many competitors for on-chain perpetual swaps 

product, such as dYdX and Perpetual Protocol. 

② The DeFi options market is still underdeveloped, and the user 
threshold for options products is relatively high. 

Outlook 
Deri Protocol's everlasting options shows its team's R&D and 
innovation capabilities. Compared with its perpetual contract, 
current trading volume performance of its everlasting options 
product is better. Considering Deri’s first-mover advantage in 
everlasting options niche market and the consistent active 
performance of the team in the community, Deri Protocol will still 
have a place in the DeFi derivatives market in the future. 

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives Deri Protocol a 
rating of BB, with a stable outlook.
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Deri Protocol

Project Deri Protocol

Token DERI

Total Supply 1,000,000,000

Industry Derivatives, DEX

Team Size 10-20

Official Web https://deri.finance/

Whitepaper

https://github.com/deri-finance/whitepaper/blob/master/
deri_everlasting_options_whitepaper.pdf 

https://github.com/deri-finance/whitepaper/blob/master/
deri_v2_whitepaper.pdf

GitHub Link https://github.com/deri-finance

Docs https://docs.deri.finance/

Medium https://deri-protocol.medium.com/

Twitter https://twitter.com/DeriProtocol

Telegram https://t.me/DeriProtocol

Explorer

https://etherscan.io/token/
0xa487bf43cf3b10dffc97a9a744cbb7036965d3b9 

https://bscscan.com/token/
0xe60eaf5A997DFAe83739e035b005A33AfdCc6df5 

https://hecoinfo.com/token/
0x2bdA3e331Cf735D9420e41567ab843441980C4B8

Audit by Peckshield, Certik

Investors
FIBIG Capital, BIXIN Ventures, Lotus Capital, Black Range, LD 
Capital, Kryptos Research, AKG Ventures, CryptoDormFund, GSR, 
Woo Network, QCP Capital

Competitors dYdX, Antimatter, 01 Protocol, Zeta Markets, etc.

https://deri.finance/
https://github.com/deri-finance/whitepaper/blob/master/deri_everlasting_options_whitepaper.pdf
https://github.com/deri-finance/whitepaper/blob/master/deri_v2_whitepaper.pdf
https://github.com/deri-finance
https://docs.deri.finance/
https://deri-protocol.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/DeriProtocol
https://t.me/DeriProtocol
https://etherscan.io/token/0xa487bf43cf3b10dffc97a9a744cbb7036965d3b9
https://bscscan.com/token/0xe60eaf5A997DFAe83739e035b005A33AfdCc6df5
https://hecoinfo.com/token/0x2bdA3e331Cf735D9420e41567ab843441980C4B8
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Deri Protocol is a cross-chain derivative DEX, which currently is deployed on BSC, HECO, 
Ethereum, and has been extended to the Polygon network. Deri's existing support business 
covers perpetual contract trading and everlasting options trading. Besides, the project team 
also has plans to support futures, standard options, and asset management based on 
derivatives. Deri Protocol has been updated to the V2 version. 

‣ Roadmap of Deri Protocol 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight

2021.01

Deri Protocol V1 
Whitepaper 
Published

2021.02

V1 Audited, 
DERI Token 

Listed

2021.03

Trading Pools 
Live on ETH, 
BSC & HECO

2021.04

New Website & 
APP UI live, 
Financing

2021.06

Deri Protocol V2 Live, 
Buyback Program was 

Initiated

2021.09

Everlasting 
Options Live

2021.08

Everlasting Options 
Whitepaper 
Published

2021.07

Expanding to 
Polygon

1.1 Product Analysis 
Deri Protocol currently supports the trading of two types of derivatives, including perpetual 
contract and everlasting options. The first version of Deri protocol lived in Feb 2021, which 
provided perpetual contracts trading only. After 4 months, Deri Protocol V2 lived and the first 
version has been stopped operating at the same time. Considering the situation above, this 
product analysis mainly includes the current development status and products of Deri V2. 

Perpetual Contract 

Compared with the first version, the Deri team has made many improvements in margin 
mechanism, liquidity pool mechanism, liquidity provision methods, and funding fees. Among 
them, the margin mechanism improvement is the core.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

In the V2 version, Deri Perpetual contract not only supports stablecoins as margin, 
theoretically, any altcoins and mainstream cryptos can also be used as margin. Among 
these tokens, in one pool, one token has to be chosen as the settlement token of the 
trading system by pool’s owner, and other tokens are anchored with the settlement token.  

In the process of trading, The balance of trader’s margin and trading fees are calculated 
by settlement token, but the balance showed to traders is calculated back to traders’ 
original tokens. Due to traders’ margins are influenced by both settlement token price and 
the exchange rate between settlement tokens and original tokens, this new margin 
mechanism is called “dynamic margin” by the project team.  

In terms of liquidity pools, the funds locked by LPs are regarded as margin and are 
managed in a similar manner to dynamic margin. The profits and losses (PnL) of LPs are 
determined based on their share in the liquidity pool and their participating period.  LPs’ 
shares are uniformly calculated in the settlement token and are tokenized to NFT to 
determine their participating period. When LPs want to withdraw their liquidity, their 
principal and PnL will be paid back in the form of original tokens. 

Besides, because of the unified settlement token in one liquidity pool, Deri allows one 
pool supporting multiple symbols’ trading, and LP can also provide liquidity to more than 
1 trading symbol.   

It is worth noting that when a trader closes a position in loss (including enforced closing, 
i.e. liquidation) or a LP withdraws his liquidity in loss, and the margin account / LP shares 
does not have sufficient settlement token for their loss, part or all of their original tokens 
in their account will be swapped to settlement token for the loss settlement. Tokens’ 
settlement and liquidation are conducted by a module called “swapper”, which is an 
agent charging for swapping settlement tokens and original tokens in DEXes.  

‣ Deri Perpetual Contract Technical Structure 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight 

Liquidity 
Provider
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Open/Close 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Everlasting Options 

The everlasting options of the Deri Protocol team are based on Dave White's everlasting 
options1. Compared with Dave White's basic model, the Deri Protocol team proposed an 
everlasting options pricing model based on rigorous mathematical derivation. 

In terms of funding rate, the funding rate of Deri Protocol everlasting options is collected 
every second in real-time, and the funding fee is always positive (options buyer pays 
options seller). 

To ensure the liquidity of everlasting options, Deri Protocol has created an automatic market 
maker system called DPMM (Derivative Proactive Market Making) based on DODO's 
proactive market maker model. Unlike PMM, Options theoretical prices are fed by a pricer 
module rather than an oracle, and the pricer will calculate options’ prices based on spot 
price and volatility automatically. Then the theoretical prices will be fed into the DPMM 
price model that includes a set of 3 variables (mark price, pool liquidity, pool net position) 
to calculate the marked price of options. In this process, DPMM is only used for dealing 
with options’ notional positions. The operating mechanism of everlasting options is shown 
in the figure below. 

‣ Deri Everlasting Options Technical Structure 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight 

Liquidity Provider

Add/Remove Liquidity 

Trading 
Symbols

PMM
Mark Price

Options PricerPrice 
Oracle

Volatility 
Oracle

Options Price

Margin 

Position 
Token 

Options 
Buyer

Liquidator

Liquidate

Margin 

Position 
Token 

Options 
Seller

Liquidator

Liquidate

One-time upfront 
premium

Premium Funding

Disequilibrium Funding 

(Could be + or - )

One-time upfront 
premium

Premium Funding

Disequilibrium Funding 

(Could be + or - )

1. https://www.paradigm.xyz/2021/05/everlasting-options/
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.2 Market Performance Analysis 
From the perspective of trading volume, Deri Protocol's perpetual contract trading volume 
performance is relatively average, starting from June 2021, it had stabilized at $10M to 
$11M per month until Sept ending. In contrast, its everlasting options products is more 
popular. According to data provided by the project team, as of Oct 28, 2021, the trading 
volume of Deri everlasting options has already breakthrough $2.12b in 1 month. Because of 
everlasting options’ trading volume surging and new trade-to-earn events, perpetual 
contract trading volume also boomed in Oct, which once exceeded $45m in 24h. 

Deri Protocol provides different derivatives products for trading on different chains. 
Everlasting options trading is only available on the BSC network, while the perpetual 
contracts are deployed on BSC, HECO, ETH and Polygon, with 10x maximum leverage. 
Among them, the ETH network is only for two perpetual contract products, and the HECO 
network has only one. BSC and Polygon support a variety of perpetual contract products, 
including coin-margined contracts, USDT-margined contracts, and quanto contracts. 

Due to the above reasons, the liquidity pools deployed by Deri Protocol on different public 
chains are also different. The liquidity pools are mainly distributed on BSC and Polygon. 
These pools’ details are as follows. 

‣ Deri Active Liquidity Pools on BSC 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight, 2021.10.28 

Zone Pool Base Token Liquidty Trade Volume

OPTION BUSD 10,086,263.45 BUSD 2,117,000,389.69 BUSD

MAIN FUTURE-MAIN BUSD, WBNB, CAKE 6,793,909.57 BUSD 135,832,291.21 BUSD

INNO FUTURE-INNO BUSD 1,097,165.14 BUSD 1,294,069.25 BUSD

INNO FUTURE-INNO DERI 20,572,483.17 DERI 43,645,215.98 DERI

OPEN FUTURE-OPEN ZUSD 16,322.94 ZUSD 29,878.20 ZUSD

OPEN FUTURE-OPEN NULS 1,114.56 NULS 5,048.37 NULS

OPEN FUTURE-OPEN ONT 1,749.31 ONT 52,549.54 ONT
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

‣ Deri Active Liquidity Pools on Polygon 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight, 2021.10.28

Zone Pool Base Token Liquidty Trade Volume

MAIN FUTURE-MAIN
USDT, WMATIC, 
amUSDC

3,328,417.33 USDT 2,788,388.20 USDT

INNO FUTURE-INNO USDT 634,566.86 USDT 10,282.97 USDT

INNO FUTURE-INNO DERI 2,184,960.79 DERI 72,302.86 DERI
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02.  
TEAM ANALYSIS   

3.1 Team Members 
According to the disclosure of the project, Deri protocol currently has a core team consist 
of 10-20 members, and more than half of them are technicians. The team chose to remain 
anonymous and only publish the core members information as follows. 

9

0xAlpha 
CEO & Co-Founder

0x Alpha graduated from Peking University with a Physics BS and 
finished his Physics Ph.D. at Rice University. Before he joined the crypto 
field, he has worked in Wall Street on derivative pricing/trading/
structuring/risk management in Deutsche Bank, HBK hedge fund, 
Goldman Sachs, and has co-founded a quantitative hedge fund focused 
on traditional and crypto derivatives.

Richard Chen 
CTO & Co-Founder

Richard is the co-founder and CTO of Deri protocol. He also obtained 
Physics BS from Peking University and finished his Physics Ph.D. in 
CUNY. Richard has experience in quantitative trading, in charge of 
strategy development of high-frequency trading, momentum trading, 
statistical arbitrage. He has experience in financial system development 
in C++/Python, Solidity/Vyper programming, and smart contract 
development.

Jason

Jason is a computer science BS from the University of Washington, and 
a former software engineer at Amazon, AMD. Now he is an early crypto 
investor and a co-founder of a crypto marketing service agency.

Janice

Graduated from Shanghai University of Finance and Economics with a 
master of management, Janice has worked for PwC China as a senior 
manager in risk management for 11 years. In the crypto field, she has 
2.5-year experience at the VeChain operation.
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03.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

4.1 Deri Token Economy 
DERI is the governance token of Deri Protocol, with a total amount of 1 billion. All of tokens 
are divided into the Mining part and the Non-mining part. 

Mining part: Total Supply of the mining part is 600M. Currently, around 1M DERI will be 
unlocked for liquidity mining per week, including 3 pools (trading pools, DERI-BUSD Cake-
LP staking, DERI-USDT SLP staking). 

Non-mining part: The initial total supply of the non-mining part is 400M, which is 
distributed to the team, investors and foundation (project treasury). Among them, 260M are 
locked for the team and investors with a 2-year linearly releasing plan. 140M is for treasury, 
which is unlocked from day 1. The distribution of tokens is shown in the figure below. 

‣ Deri Distribution of Non-mining Part 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight

35.00%

65.00%

Team, investors & foundation
Treasury

DERI is mainly used for token buy-back, governance and privilege. 

• Buy-back: 80% of the transaction fee will be put into a DAO fund, which is to regularly 
buy back DERI from the secondary market and burned. 

• Governance: DERI holders can vote for decision-making of the protocol and the token 
economy. 

• Privilege: DERI holders can have some additional rights when using the platform, such as 
liquidating other users' positions of which maintenance margin cannot meet the 
requirements. In addition, holders can also enjoy preferential transaction fees, but the 
details of the specific rules have not been disclosed. 
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

4.2 DERI Performance Analysis 
As of Oct 28, 2021, DERI are distributed on the three public chains of BSC, ETH and HECO, 
and have been launched on several trading platforms, such as PancakeSwap, SushiSwap, 
DODO, Gate.io, MEXC, Hoo, and Hotbit. Among them, the trading volume on 
PancakeSwap is relatively high. 

From the perspective of price and trading volume, DERI's trading volume is mainly 
concentrated at the beginning of the issuance of tokens and after July, among which the 
trading volume after July is relatively intensive. DERI's price once reached $2.23 at its peak 
at the mid of Feb, and then quickly fell and remained at around $0.1 for a long time, and 
recovered to around $0.35 at the end of Oct. The launch of everlasting options may be the 
reason for the surge in trading volume in Sept and Oct. 

‣ DERI Price and Trading Volume Performance 
Source: CoinGecko, TokenInsight, 2021.10.28

$10M
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$30M
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$0.5
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$2.5

2021/2/10 2021/3/22 2021/5/1 2021/6/10 2021/7/20 2021/8/29 2021/10/8

DERI Price
Trading Volume

Chain Total Supply Holders Transfers
Proportion of Top10 Holders/
Addresses

BSC 46,687,344.67 3,722 119,268 78.80%

ETH 443,132,435.59 866 12,964 91.22%

HECO 1,131,747.41 223 757 97.99%

In terms of the distribution of DERI on different chains, 90.26% of DERI is concentrated on 
Ethereum, but more than 90% of tokens are concentrated in 10 addresses. There are 
relatively more DERI holders (3,722) on BSC, while holders on other chains only account for 
10.31%. 

‣ DERI Distribution on Different Chains 
Source: bscscan, etherscan, hecoinfo, TokenInsight, 2021.10.28
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04.  
PUBLIC SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS   
Deri Protocol is relatively good in community operations. As of Oct 28, 2021, its Twitter 
followers have exceeded 33,000 follower and are still growing. The Telegram community 
has 14,866 members, and the Medium community has more than 6,600 followers.  

The project team holds AMA and other activities every two weeks on average. They also 
produce monthly reports and synchronizes with the community. 

However, Deri Protocol communities in Discord and Reddit are not active. 

On the whole, there is still room to expand for Deri Protocol in community operation. 

‣ Number of Followers on Deri Protocol Social Platforms 
 Source: Deri Protocol, TokenInsight, 2021.10.28

No Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 33,627

2 Telegram 14,866

3 Discord 253

4 Medium 6,600
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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